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A b s t r a c t
The aim of the paper is to prove two theorems on continuous dependence of mild solutions, 
on initial nonlocal data, of the nonlocal Cauchy problems. For this purpose, the method 
of semigroups and the theory of cosine family in Banach spaces are applied. The paper is based 
on publications [1–5].
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S t r e s z c z e n i e
W artykule udowodniono dwa twierdzenia o ciągłej zależności rozwiązań całkowych od nie-
lokalnych warunków początkowych, nielokalnych zagadnień Cauchy’ego. W tym celu zasto-
sowano metodę półgrup i teorię rodziny cosinus w przestrzeniach Banacha. Artykuł bazuje na 
publikacjach [1‒5].









Continuous dependence of mild solutions, on initial nonlocal data, of the nonlocal 
evolution Cauchy problem of the first order
1. Introduction to Part I
In this part of the paper, we assume that E is a Banach space with norm || · || and −A is 
the infinitesimal generator of a C0 semigroup {T (t)}t  0 on E.
Throughout this part of the paper, we use the notation:
I a a= >[ , ], where ,0 0















 ′ + = ∈u t Au t f t t I( ) ( ) ( ), { }, 0   (1.1)
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where f: I → E and x0 ∈ E.
In  this  part  of  the  paper, we  shall  study  a  continuous  dependence  of  a mild  solution, 




2. Theorem about a mild solution of the nonlocal evolution Cauchy problem 
of the first order
A function u ∈ X and satisfying the equation
 u t T t x T t C u t T t s f s ds t Ii ii
p t




(i)  f : I → E is continuous,
(ii)  MK < 1,
(iii)  x0 ∈ E.
Then the nonlocal evolution Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.2) has a unique mild solution.
Proof. See [1], Theorem 3.1 and page 32.                                                                             £
3. Continuous dependence of a mild solution, on initial nonlocal data (1.2), 
of the nonlocal Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.2)
Theorem 3.1. Let  all  the  assumptions  of  Theorem  2.1  be  satisfied.  Suppose  that  u  
is  a  mild  solution  (satisfying  (2.1))  from  Theorem  2.1.  Moreover,  let  v  ∈ X, satisfying 
the equation
 v t T t y T t C v t T t s f s ds t Ii ii
p t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ,= − ( ) + − ∈=∑ ∫0 1 0   (3.1)
be the mild solution to the nonlocal problem
 ′ + = ∈v t Av t f t t I( ) ( ) ( ), { }, 0  
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where y0 ∈ I.
Then for an arbitrary e > 0 there is d > 0 such that if
 x y0 0− < δ   (3.2)
and
 u t v t i pi i( ) ( ) ( , , )− < =δ 1   (3.3)
then
 u v X− < ε.   (3.4)
Proof. Let e be a positive number and let
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Therefore,  (3.2) holds.  It means  that  a mild  solution of  the nonlocal Cauchy problem 
(1.1)–(1.2) is continuously dependent on the initial nonlocal data (1.2).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.                                                                           £
Part II
Continuous dependence of mild solutions, on nonlocal data, of the nonlocal evolution 
Cauchy problem of the second order
4. Introduction to Part II
In  the  second  part  of  the  paper, we  consider  the  nonlocal  evolution Cauchy  problem 
of the second order
 ′′ = + ∈u t Au t f t t I( ) ( ) ( ), { }, 0   (4.1)
 u x( ) ,0 0=   (4.2)
 ′ + =
=
∑u C u t xi i
i
p
( ) ( ) ,0 1
1
  (4.3)
where  A  is  the  infinitesimal  generator  of  a  strongly  continuous  cosine  family  
{C(t)  :  t ∈ R}  of  bounded  linear  operators  from  the  Banach  space E  (with  norm  || · ||)  
into itself, u : I → E, f : I → E, I = [0, a], a > 0, x0, x1 ∈ E, Ci ∈ R (i = 1, …, p) and t1, …, tp 
are as in Part I.
We will use the set
E :=  {x ∈ E : C(t)x  is of class C1 with respect to t}
and the sine family {S(t) : t ∈ R} defined by the formula
S t x C s xds x E t
t
( ) : ( ) , , .= ∈ ∈∫ R0





5. Theorem about a mild solution of the nonlocal Cauchy problem  
of the second order
A function u ∈ C1(I, E) and satisfying the equation
 u t C t x S t x S t C u t S t s f s ds t Ii ii
p t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ,= + − ( ) + − ∈=∑ ∫0 1 1 0   (5.1)
is said to be a mild solution of the nonlocal Cauchy problem (4.1)–(4.3).
Theorem 5.1. Assume that:
(i)  f : I → E is continuous,




(iii)  x E x E0 1∈ ∈ and .
Then the nonlocal evolution Cauchy problem (4.1)–(4.3) has a unique mild solution.
Proof. See [2], Theorem 2.1.                                                                                                 £
6. Continuous dependence of a mild solution on initial nonlocal data (4.2)–(4.3), 
of the nonlocal evolution Cauchy problem (4.1)–(4.3)
Theorem 6.1. Let  all  the  assumptions  of  Theorem  5.1  be  satisfied.  Suppose  that  u  is 
a mild solution (satisfying (5.1)) from Theorem 5.1. Moreover, let v satisfying the equation
 v t C t y S t y S t C v t S t s f s ds t Ii ii
p t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ,= + − ( ) + − ∈=∑ ∫0 1 1 0   (6.1)
be the mild solution of the nonlocal problem
 ′′ = + ∈v t Av t f t t I( ) ( ) ( ), { }, 0  
 v y( ) ,0 0=  
 ′ + =
=
∑v C v t yi i
i
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where y E and y E0 1∈ ∈ .
Then for any arbitrary e > 0 there is d > 0 such that if
 x y x y0 0 1 1− < − <δ δ,   (6.2)
and
 u t v t i pi i( ) ( ) ( , , )− < =δ 1   (6.3)
then
 u v X− < ε,   (6.4)
where X = C(X, E).
32
Proof. Let e be a positive number and let








Observe that, from (5.1) and (6.1),
 u t v t C t x y S t x y S t C u t v ti i ii
p
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))− = − + − − −
=∑0 0 1 1 1( ) ∈, .t I  
Consequently, by (6.2), (6.3) and (6.5),
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+ = ∈for t I.
 
Therefore, (6.4) holds. It means that a mild solution of the nonlocal Cauchy problem 
(4.1)–(4.3) is continuously dependent on the initial nonlocal data (4.2)–(4.3).
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete.                                      £
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